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Revenue Sharing Disclosure
Tier Sponsorship Agreements

Sigma Planning Corporation (“SPC,” “we,” or “our”) offers its clients access to the account management services of a wide variety of third-party investment 
advisers. SPC refers to these companies collectively as “Product Sponsors.”

SPC has created a tiered sponsorship program whereby participating Product Sponsors enter into a marketing allowance agreement with SPC. In return for 
a flat (i.e., non-variable) annual fee paid to SPC, these agreements provide Product Sponsors with certain benefits which include, but are not limited to, 
the following: greater access to our investment adviser representatives (“IARs”) through joint marketing opportunities, the ability to provide education and 
training for our IARs, and presentation opportunities at our corporate conferences. While we do not believe that these arrangements affect the judgment or 
advice of SPC or its IARs, we believe it is important for our clients to be aware of these arrangements. Please note that our IARs do not receive any portion 
of the payments that SPC receives from Product Sponsors. All such payments are remitted by the Product Sponsor directly to SPC and are not derived from 
client funds or assets. The current participating Product Sponsors and their respective 2019 payments (as of March 1, 2019) are as follows: 

• Meeder – $20,000 
• Brinker Capital – $10,000 
• Ocean Park/Sierra Mutual Fund  – $10,000

Fidelity Credits

The custodian for assets held in SIGMA Managed Accounts is National Financial Services LLC (“NFS”), and the broker is Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC (“FBS”) 
(NFS, and FBS and its affiliates, are collectively referred to as “Fidelity”). SPC is independently owned and operated from, and is not affiliated with, Fidelity. 

NFS is also the clearing firm utilized by Sigma Financial Corporation (“SFC”) and Parkland Securities, LLC (“Parkland”). SFC and Parkland are affiliated 
broker-dealers under common ownership and control with SPC. In 2018, SFC and Parkland each renewed their Fully Disclosed Clearing Agreement with NFS 
for an additional five (5) years. In connection with this renewal, SFC and Parkland will each receive annual Correspondent Business Development Credits from 
NFS in the following amounts:

$550,000     (2018)
$540,000     (2019)
$230,000     (2020)
$145,000     (2021)
$135,000     (2022)

SFC and Parkland will also receive credits derived from margin debits in an amount equal to one hundred percent (100%) of the customer margin interest 
income in excess of the Targeted Fed Funds Rate plus one hundred and fifty (150) basis points (1.50%).

Additionally, SFC and Parkland each renewed their Technology Products and Services Agreement with NFS for an additional five (5) years. In connection with 
this renewal, Sigma and Parkland will each receive annual Technology Credits from NFS in the following amounts:

$600,000     (2020)
$750,000     (2021)
$750,000     (2022)

Many of our IARs are dually registered with SFC or Parkland, and therefore SPC clients who open brokerage accounts may (but are not required to) select 
NFS for this purpose. While we do not believe that these arrangements with NFS affect the judgment or advice of SPC or its IARs, we believe it is important 
for our clients to be aware of these credits. Please note that neither SPC nor any of its IARs receive any portion of the Correspondent Business Development 
Credits or Technology Credits. SFC and Parkland utilize the credits to, among other things, procure financial planning software and other tools from third-
party vendors, making such tools available to registered representatives and IARs for use with clients.

• SEI – $100,000 
• Asset Mark – $50,000
• Beacon Capital Management – $20,000 
• Orion - $20,000




